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real reason for alarm; and yet, perhaps,
there is, I hardly know what to say about
BY DUTTON COOK,
it. Certainly Norah always seemed as
nice, and respectable, and worthy a woman
AUTHOR OF " YOUNG MR. NIGHTINQALB," ** H O B S O N ' S
CHOICB," &C, to.
as ever I saw,"
Uncle Junius was no great support to
BOOK I. THE NAEEATIVE OF BASIL DOUBLEDAY, us.
But he was sympathetic, and that
CHAPTEE XVII, POOE NOEAH,
was something; and his intentions were of
IT was Uncle Junius approaching slowly. the best and kindest. Altogether, we felt
He carried a roll of music; his French grateful to him. We paced the pavement
horn, in a green baize bag, was tucked in front of our house, waiting the return
under his arm. H e was returning from home of Lucius Grisdale, and of Norah.
He came, in about half an hour or so.
the theatre,
" Well, the best thing to do, is to go to
"What is it, dear l a d s ? " he asked.
"Can I help y o u ? " But he proved a bed," he said, promptly.
" A h , t r u e ! " exclaimed Junius. " I
very feeble counsellor.
It was a relief to us, however, to relate should never have thought of that. But,
no doubt, that is the best thing to do."
the cause of our alarm*
"Meantime, don't be frightened. All
" I wish Lucius were here," he said,
shaking his head, and waving his arms may be weU yet. There's nothing we can
weakly, as though to signify his own do to-night, and before moming Norah
desperate condition of incompetence. " H e may have retumed. If she comes back we
would know exactly what to do—what to shall hear her knock. If she doesn't come
back we shall be no worse off in the mornadvise you to do."
ing
than we are now. Go to bed, there's
Then he asked a few questions as to the
good fellows."
hour of Norah's going forth, and so on.
"Lucius is right, he's always right.
She carried a beer jug ? I t would be
about her supper time? Taking those We'U all go to bed, there's really nothing
else to be done. Good night, dear lads."
facts together. Uncle Junius decided that
We parted from the brothers, and reshe was probably going to the publichouse at the corner of the street, to obtain entered our own house,
Nick was soon asleep. For my part, I
beer for her supper.
But our unassisted intelligence had long lay awake a long time, busy vnth doubts,
and fears, and conjectures as to the fate of
since arrived at that obvious conclusion.
Norah. Thus I came to know that Lucius
" You have not seen Lucius ? No, you
Grisdale had not adopted the course he
could not have seen him. It's his late had prescribed for us. He left his home
night at the printing-office. But he wiU again. He was out for many hours making
not be much later now. It's strack twelve, inquiries, as I subsequently learnt. He
ShaU we wait for Lucius ? Perhaps that had visited several of the police-stations.
win be best. He has such a clear head, I t was dayUght when ho returned. He
so sound a judgment, he always knows brought back with him no news of Norah.
exactly what to do. Perhaps there's no
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At the time of which I am narrating,
London scarcely enjoyed its present high
reputation as a safe city. Guilt was less
certain, then, of speedy discovery. Our
police system was but newly organised.
Human life seemed held upon a less secure
tenure. Men were more violent, more
desperate, more reckless of the penalties
attending breaches of the law. The severer
criminal code of those times did not deter
the malefactor; perhaps, because the probability of the detection of lawlessness
was more remote. For justice moved with
slower feet, and stretched out arresting
arms in rather a nerveless way. I t is
true that, having caught the criminal, she
did not spare him; she dealt with him very
harshly; but she did not always catch
him.
I had heard stories enough of the iniquities of the great city. Of murders here
and there, mysterious, horrible; of strange
disappearances ; of wanton assassinations.
No doubt many of these tales of terror
were, even then, of old date. But they
were not the less terrible on that account,
but rather the more. Like sums placed
out at compound interest, the simple
process of time enhanced and magnified
them exceedingly.
Something was knovm to me of the
enormities perpetrated by the wretches
known as Burke and Hare, and I had
heard the names of divers other criminals,
infamous in their day. And there had
been discussion, too—much to the convulsing of society—touching the malpractices of the "resurrectionists," or
" body-snatchers," as the world loved to
call them. All missing persons were supposed to have fallen victims to the knife
or the pitch-plaster of the murderer.
Poverty was no longer the protection it
once had been. The traveller with vacuous
pockets was yet rich, in that he possessed
a body worth so much for anatomical purposes. Science was in league vsdth the
" b u r k e r s " and "body-snatchers," and poor
humanity, dead or alive, from within or
without the churchyard-gates, became an
article of commerce, influenced by the
ordinary laws of supply and demand.
Having heard, however indistinctly, of
such things as these, what wonder that
terrible surmises oppressed me touching
the fate of our poor Norah ? What wonder
that I should promptly give her up for
lost, and mourn her as departed for ever,
whUe those about me were yet sanguine
of her speedy return ?
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But I may not dwell upon t h t subject.
Sho never did return. We n e t ^ saw
her more. Nor was there ever thrown
upon the mystery of her fate one poorest
ray of light. She had stepped from our
door on that memorable occasion into
hopeless and impenetrable dftrkmgs into
a night that knew no dawn. At least, we
could only so think of her doom.
Search, diligent and sagacious, was
made for her. Mr. Grisdale was indeed
most indefatigable in hjs endeavours to
discover some trace of her. A reward was
offered; the poUce authorities Were stirred
to activity; handbills were printed; the
newspapers devoted columns to the discussion of the subject. But in vain. The
mystery was never solved.
And it was difficult to suggest any explanation oi the matter consistent with
the safety of Norah. I t is true that she
could neither read nor write; but the most
ignorant, however situated, are commonly
able to obtain skiUed help to communicate
with friends at a distance. H she Uved, I
felt assured that we should have received
tidings of her. She was so dear to us;
her home was with u s ; she would not
have wUfuUy pained u s ; she knew her
absence, under all the circumstances of the
case, would be grievously distressing to us.
And it was clear that no premeditation
had marked her departure; whatever
causes had detained her, or occasioned her
absence, had been as unforeseen by her as
by us. She had left her candle burning
on the kitchen-table; beside it rested her
little open work-box and some stockings 1^
she had been mending.
She had left
behind her all her goods and chattels; her
best clothes ; a little hoard of money—her
savings during many years of service—
carefully tied up in a canvas bag, and
various trifles that she evidently prized,
and would by no means have abandoned
upon Hght grounds. She had contemplated an absence of a few minutes only.
She was away—^for ever.
One further fact I may mention, though
unable to satisfy myself that it tends to
elucidate what I may call the Norah Mystery. She was the wife, it appeared, of a
private soldier in a regiment of the Line.
He had treated her very badly, and, finally,
had deserted her. For long years she had
seen nothing of him. She spoke oi him
at times with dread, and yet with some
measure of compassion also. Her mood in
regard to him, in truth, w^s apt to vary; *
for now she seemed tenderly inclinied to-
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wards him—anon she made no secret of
Not that these were entirely disagreeher fear and her dislike of him.
able. We had not yet relinquished a certain
It was conjectured that on the instant childish love for what I may call belowof her quitting our house she had met and stair occupations, and could derive some
been accosted by this man, and that she measure of enjoyment from the processes
had been lured or compeUed to foUow him, of lighting the fires, boUing the kettle, and
and again unite her life with his. He had even blacking our boots.
encountered her, it was urged, in a sentiStill we felt the loneliness of our situamental mood, and had succeeded, perhaps tion; and, indeed, its discomforts were
without much difficulty, in detaching her numerous. For now the sheriff's officers
from us. Afterwards, she had been hin- effected an entrance, and carried away
dered by a sense of shame, and further by great part of the furniture.
his express commands, from communicating with us. The longer she delayed
CHAPTEE XVin, NEWS OF DOEIS.
the greater would become her difficulty as
LOOKING back at the past, it seems to
to informing us upon the subject. Lapse me that our solitary life in the nearly
of time would add to the sum of expla- empty house in Ossulton - street lasted a
nation demanded by the circumstances, long time. But it stands out in my
untU, at last, the task would seem beyond memory so plainly, as a period of exceedher power to accomplish.
ing dreariness, that I am perhaps inclined
No doubt there is something to be said to exaggerate its duration. Certainly, for
for this theory. But me it did not, it does some months, Nick and I were left in abnot, satisfy; it shook too severely my faith solute possession, sole tenants of the vacant
in Norah. I feel—I know—that she would rooms. My father continued in prison.
not, she could not, have quitted us so We usually visited him two or three times
recklessly; or, at least, that she would a week, when he handed us a few shUlings
have taken instant pains to let us know —aa much as he could spare, probably
of her proceedings, I am sure that she —wherewith to provide ourselves with
must have grieved as deeply at quitting subsistence, untU he favoured us with a
us, as we did on losing her.
further supply.
But her disappearance is only to be
I t was a dull life enough. The house
accounted for otherwise, by ascribing it looked wretchedly dingy and forlorn,
to certain of the dreadful criminal agencies bereft of its furniture. Dust lay thickly
then, and since, at work in London, Great everywhere; festoons of cobwebs swung
cities always abound with mysteries. There from the cornices; the ceilings were cracked
is movement hither and thither—people into cross-barred patterns, and coated
pass to and fro with seeming freedom; but darkly with smoke. Our young voices
sometimes there is going and there is no sounded very hollow, as they reverberated
returning. The traveller is seen no more; through the empty chambers and passages.
the sojourner in the land has departed. The rats and mice derived courage from the
Whither ? None can tell. Suffice it, he fact of our youth, inexperience, and helphas gone. The Babylons of the earth have lessness, and made more and more noise
sometimes a Saturn-like fashion of swal- behind the wainscotes. The stairs creaked
lowing up and making an end of their and cracked portentously as we trod them.
ofEspruag.
A certain sense of neglect and desolation
I have dwelt, perhaps, too long upon seemed to oppress the atmosphere of the
this subject, which can claim only to be place. A smeU of dust and closeness posinteresting in an episodic manner. But sessed the upper rooms; downstairs aU
the effect of the loss of Norah was, at the was damp and mouldiness; a flavour of
time of its occurrence, of serious moment mUdew seemed to afflict our very food.
In the daytime it was not so bad, for
to us. I wUl say nothing further as to the
mental perturbation, the alarm, and distress, the sun poured through tho windows—un'ind despondency it occasioned. But it left dimmed by blinds, or curtains—a flood of
-^ick and myself absolutely alone in the warm light, that fairly overcame andhouse. And we felt our helplessness keenly. swept away aU chilling fancies or ghostly
^orah had done BO much for us—had shadows; while the cheery, practical noises
served us with such fond zeal, had aided of the street—the rattle of wheels, the bolls
^8 in siich numberless ways. Now we of the post, and dust, and muffiu-meu, tho
'ad to shift for ourselves—to discharge cries of itinerant traders, tho music of street
performers—were assurances of tho life
idl sorts of unaccustomed offices.
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and stir of society and the world about us.
We were scarcely sensible then of our
deserted condition. But at night, in the
stillness and darkness, seemed to lurk
numberless, nameless dreads. Our own
voices, the noise of our footfalls, awoke
fearful echoes. The insect life in the
neighbourhood of the kitchen-grate, gave
evidence of unexpected vigour. Never
did crickets chirrup so lustily. Never did
beetles display such activity. The boards
of the floor started and shivered at times
like living things. And anon, the cistern
hiccoughed like a drunken man, while the
water with needless tumult hissed and.
whistled through the pipes. Uneasiness
on this last-mentioned score, however, we
were soon spared. The supply was cut off
by the water company. Thenceforward
we were compelled to borrow jugfuls from
Mr. Grisdale's cistern—or to fill buckets
at a neighbouring public pump. Presently our small stock of furniture underwent further diminution. A demand for
assessed taxes involved the loss of a sofa,
a loo table, a pier-glass, and four chairs—
one having a broken back.
I must confess our personal appearance,
at this time, was of a squalid kind. Clean
linen was less plentiful with us than could
have been wished; and oftentimes we were
short of soap. But our distresses brought
us friends. I do believe that we were
objects of interest and compassion to the
whole district of Somers-town. I know
the bailiffs were rather roughly handled
by an angry crowd, during the last descent made upon our furniture. Articles
of food were often handed to us by our
neighbours through the area railings. A
charwoman living close by, who had often
worked for us in our more prosperous
times, brought us each an egg every
morning—professedly a new-laid egg—
but that was rather an overweening pretence—with the injunction: "Bile 'em 'ard,
my dears, and they'll stay your stummicks
wonderful."
Moreover, she was good
enough to offer to do a day's cleaning for
us, free of charge, whenever we liked to
appoint. And more than once we were
surprised to find, on rising in the moming, our doorsteps newly swept and garnished ; evidently a token of this kindly
charwoman's goodwiU towards us.
Few letters came to us. The post-office
charged dearly in those times for the
services it rendered the public, and, indeed, we knew few people inclined to
write to us, or much concerned about our
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existence. Yet now and then we heard
from Doris. Here is a letter of hers:
" Y o u are very good to VTrite to me,
Buppy, and you have always something to
say. I wish Nick could be persuaded to
send me a line now and then, but I
suppose it's not in his way. I know he
hates girls, and thinks letter-writing a
great bother. I'm rather of his opinion.
" I've no news to tell you, I never have
any news. How should I ? All goes on
just the same in this place. The clock
strikes, and we eat and drink, sleep and
wake, walk and talk, all according to rule.
One day is just like another. My masters
come and g o ; I learn and I forget, I work
and I am idle. We go to the Pump-room
and promenade, and listen to the band, or
don't listen to the band, as the case may
be. Aunt Martha insists upon my drinking
the waters—they are horrid; they make
me make faces and they make me sick;
but it's all the fashion here. I have got a
lovely new silk pelisse, and a white chip
hat trimmed with blue. Aunt Martha
thinks it's almost time for me to turn up
my hair into a knot at the back, and has
promised me a high comb of real tortoiseshell. We are pretty good friends now,
but we have dreadful quarrels at times.
She slapped me the other day, and I
nearly boxed her ears for her in return.
I contented myself with kicking her
favourite tabby cat. I told her that, if she
ever did it again, I should certainly run
away. Where, I don't know, and I don't
care.
" Aunt Jane has been very iU. People
say, in a whisper, that she's had a stroke;
but I don't quite understand. She looks
dreadfully old. I caught her the other
day without her wig, and I was quite
frightened. She is as bald as a cricketball, and looked like an ugly old man.
Her mouth is drawn down on one side,
and she makes such strange grimaces,
and she talks in such a curious altered
voice, so indistinctly, that I cannot make
out a word she says. But it doesn't matter
much, for I don't think she's in her right
mind. Poor old thing! She used to be
kind to me at times, and gave me my
pearl earrings and necklace. I liked her
much better than Aunt Martha, She
never found nearly so much fault with me.
" W h y do you tell me so Uttle about
papa ? "
I had thought it vveU to vnthhold mention of our recent misfortunes, but I had
admitted that he was absent from his home.
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I wished her to beUeve that this was owing
to his professional engagements.
" You said some time ago that he was
away, and yet, from something in your
last letter, I feel persuaded that you have
seen hi"i; that, indeed, you frequently see
him. Your stories do not agree, Buppy,
and I have a strong suspicion that you are
hiding something from me. Nor is that
all. Aunt Martha lets fall a mysterious
word or two now and then, and I am
driven to the conclusion that something
has happened, and something I ought to
know, and indeed, that I must know all
about. If she knows, why shouldn't I ?
Ig it right that she should know more than
I do upon such a subject ? I t cannot be.
"Now what is it, Buppy ? Is he ill, or
more unhappy, or more unfortunate than
ever ? What a nuisance money is ! How
I hate it! How I wish I had a lot of it.
I'd give you some; and papa aU.
" You know they don't like him—they
don't care for him. I mean these aunts of
ours and his. I hate to hear them speak
of him. They pity him so much. Do
you understand what I mean ? Their
pity is so like other people's contempt.
' Poor dear m a n ! ' says Aunt Martha,
tossing up her nose and wrinkling it, as
though something had offended her sense,
of smell. * Poor dear Duncan! But it
was so from the first. He was always so
different from everybody else. He never
could be like the rest of the world.' I
urge- that he is ever so much better and
cleverer than everybody else. ' Precisely,'
says Aunt Martha with one of her tartest
smiles—I long to slap her when she
smiles like t h a t ; ' that's what I mean, my
d^r. Do you know, if he hadn't been
quite so clever, I think he would have
done better ? Certainly, other people, who
are not nearly so clever, contrive to get on
very tolerably well. But, somehow, your
poor dear father has not been fortunate.
He never could or would be as other
people are. He never would or could do
anything like anybody else.' How I do
hate • other people;' we're always compared with them to our disadvantage.
"Now has anything happened out of
the usual course—worse than usual—or
very different to anything that has happeBfid before ? You understand me, I
suppose there have been debts and duns.
I know all about that. We all of us do
—too much, perhaps. But to worries of
tbat kind papa must be well accustomed
by this time. I t mast be more than that.
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He is not iU, or I'm sure you would have
told me. What is it, then ? Why are you
so mysterious ? Nick would have told me
all, if I could have persuaded him to write
to me at all.
" Don't think that, because of my absence from you all these many miles, I
don't care about you. But you won't
think that. I declare I'm for ever thinking, and caring, and wondering, and fancying all' kinds of things about you; and
longing to be with you. This isn't really
my home, you kno'W. My home is with
you and Nick, and papa. Never mind
about the debts, and the duns, and the
dinginess. I t was trying at times, I own.
And I often looked the shabbiest of little
wretches in the oldest of frocks, with my
shoes down at heel, and my hair in a wonderful tangle. And then there were doubts
about the dinner, now and then, and that
was far from pleasant, I can tell you, to
one blessed with an appetite. Still I felt
that there was home—I feel it still. My
home is where papa is; and you and Nick,
of course. It's a strange feeUng that about
home. I have no feeling of that sort
about this place here. My aunt's house is
nothing to me. Mind, I don't say they
haven't been kind to me. They have, after
their own fashion. And I'm sure they
have always meant to be kind, and have
gone often against their own inclinings,
and have given up many of their own
whims and fancies, in their desire to please
me. And that's really a great deal for old
women like them to do. StUl, I say again,
this place is nothing to me. It isn't my
home. If I were to live here a thousand
years, I don't believe it would make any
difference. I couldn't think of it as my
home. I shall quit it without regret. I
shall never yearn to return to it. It has
never got into my heart, somehow, as other
places have, where papa and you boys
have been with me.
" And I grow very weary of it. You
can't think how weary. So young as I
am, I ought not to feel so weary, perhaps.
And the place is said to be so gay. Such
a dull sort of gaiety, though! So dreadfully monotonous ! And I see so much of
Aunt Martha and Aunt Jane ! And their
friends are chiefly among the old—both
men and women—alike wearing wigs and
rouge, and false teeth, and padded clothes;
and oh, such wrinkled, wrinkled faces!
I'm too young to be with them; or they're
too old to be with me. Is age catching,
do you think ? Sometimes I think I shall
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wake up some fine morning looking old,
and decrepit, and haggard, and wan, like
my aunts and their intimates. I don't
match them at present, I'm like a wrong
teacup in a set. I'm too remarkable, and
odd, and singular, at present. I'd better
change.
" You don't know how I'm tempted at
times to run away. I see the London
coach at the door of the York-house Hotel,
and long—how I long!—to be travelling in
it to town, to see you all again. And some
day the temptation will be too much for
me. I'm sure it will. Especially if you
are so mysterious, Buppy. Indeed, I
plainly warn you that, if you won't tell me
what's the matter, and let me know the
truth about papa, I'U come up to town and
find it all out for myself. So, good-bye—
Love to Nick—Kisses to papa."
Then followed a postscript:
" I f there is really any trouble, go to
Mr. Leveridge and ask him for help."
To this was added :
" So you are in love with Catalina!
And Nick, too. You don't say so, precisely, and yet the thing is plain enough.
Oh, you sUlies ! But tell me more about
her. I should so like to see her. Catalina
^lartinez ! How romantic ! What a name
for a novel 1 "
ROUGHING IT.
I WONDEE how many gentlemen, who
make a figure in Pall-mall, could find a
Uving for themselves upon an uninhabited
island ? How many could buUd anything
that could afford them shelter; could procure food without gun ; or a Ught without
a lucifer-match ? J t is said that to make
a chair is the most difficult task of all for
the amateur; but could they even manufacture a three-legged stool ? Abo nt ninetynine out of a^hundred of them, should they
be castaways, would die of exposure and
starvation; whUe the hundredth, curiously
enough, would beat the savage at his own
devices, and make himself wonderfully
comfortable out of the most unpromising
materials. For about one per cent, of our
Pall-maU exquisites are used to "roughing
i t " and " t h e forest primeeval." When
they are not in the world of fashion, they
are very much out of it indeed. The heir
to our oldest dukedom Uves in the backwoods of Canada from choice, and other
" British, noblemen," beside the Claimant,
take up their quarters in the Bush for
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indefinite periods. Thus it is th&A' 6iir
best books of what may be called prinwaval
travel, experiences of life among people
that have learnt nothing but the crudest
arts, or in places that are not inhabited
by man at all, have been written by gttitiie.
men. The Art of Travel, by Mr. Galtcn,
was a charming example of this kind of
literature ; and of late we have had a still
more elaborate work of the same' class
by Messrs. Lord and Baines. It is called
Shifts and Expedients of Camp Life,
Travel, and Exploration; and it really
seems to include every conceivable position
in which the traveller in wild and remote
districts of the earth can be placed, and to
offer an expedient for every difficulty. '
I t begins with the choice of an outfit,
including "double-barrelled smooth-bore;
Lefaucheux-pattem pistols, with seven-anda-half-inch barrels and fourteen bore;"
and ends with the cure for glanders—
which is a pistol-shot. I t is curious, considering the excellence at which breechloading revolvers are supposed to have
arrived, that our authors remark that "they
have not seen one which they can recommend without reservation," the great
fault in every case being smaUnesS of bore.
They speak of numerous cases where, after
lodging two or even three tiny peUets in the
body of an enemy, " he finishes off the
owner of the mechanical popgun with
some old-world weapon of greater power."
On the other hand, traveUers are warned
not to " shoot peas at petty depredators"—
which, it seems, is a habit with them—
because they sometimes " enter the cavity
of the chest and imbed themselves—^which
ends in death—in the lungs."
These naive little touches are very
significant of the "goings on " of our,PaUmall friends, when they are outside the
regions of civilisation.
The outfit of a traveller must, of course,
depend upon the region he is about to
visit, and every information is afforded in
these volumes to suit every possible case;
but the most interesting parts of it, to the
general reader, are the hints that are
given to those who have no outfit, and yet
are in places where some articles, at all
events, would be highly desirable. The
simplest form of tent is, it seems, a blanket*
in which, when the downpour comes, "you
sit upright, joining your hands above
the head as if about to dive." Even if
you have no blanket, add our anthers,
" y o u may stUl keep your gun, ammunition, and sketch-book dry, by sitting on
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them." We have heard a similar prescription—though we mention it with a
blush—for keeping one's clothes dry. The
buildittg of tents, and especially the furnishing of them, has exercised an immense
amount of ingenuity. Cart, waggon, or
gun-wheels are extremely useful, both for
forming a base for the pole to rest on, and
for a table and gun-rack. The tent-pole
rests on one wheel, while it passes through
the centre of the nave of another. All
tent-ropes should be relaxed on the
approach of rain, or the tightened cords
will draw the pegs, and the wet canvas
wiU come flapping down about your ears.
A square of tarpauling is invaluable as
a tent carpet. Curiously enough—for it
smacks of civilisation—we are told that
a stout carriage-umbrella, with a curtain
fastened round the edge, makes a very
convenient shelter for one person. In
selecting a resting-place, if it is only for a
night or a few days, a dry, raised, level
spot, near wood, and grass, and water may
be safely selected; bnt in countries where
venomous snakes are found, do not encamp
too close to water, as there those gentry most
do congregate. I t is not wise in AustraUa
or Texas to encamp under certain trees,
as the branches have a trick of dropping
off without warning. Look weU about for
holes in the earth, and fill them up with
stones, as many reptiles harbour in such
places; and let no dry grass stand near
the camp.
The best contrivances for carrying
water are made of canvas. The natural
shrinkage of the threads, when wet,
may be trusted for tightening up the
material to make it perfectly waterproof.
India-rubber bags always make the water
taste. As for procuring water itself, or
some substitute for it, a score of ingenious
plans are suggested. In countries where
rain seldom falls, and the night dews are
heavy, a considerable amount of water
may be drained from the grass and low
bushes, before sunrise, by shaking them
over some shallow vessel, or a piece of
waterproof cloth. Sponges are also useful
for this purpose. Even in the most desert
parts of South Africa, thirst-quenching
roots are to be found, to which the antelopes guide you as the pig to the truffle;
aad when you see them pawing the wet
ground, you generally come on small tubers,
like turnips, the mastication of which
affords more relief than any amount of
water. At least one tribe of Hottentots
—the Namaquas—Uvo very comfortably
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in an absolutely waterless country, subsisting on the mUk of their cattle, which,
in their turn, quench their thirst solely by
eating the tasteless water-melons.
The beautiful " travellers' t r e e " of
Madagascar coUects, and retains, in all
seasons, a supply of water. Its ample
leaves point upwards, and aU the rain and
dew that run down them lodge in a hollow
just above the stem. The natives pierce
the leafstalk with a spear, and the water,
gushing out, is caught in some vessel.
So unfailing is the supply, that when this
tree is near no native will trouble himself
to walk to a river. I n Mexico there is a
plant with long pointed thorns, like a
vegetable hedgehog, which, when cut from
the ground, is held on a forked stick
whilst the cactus-like rind is shredded off,
the pulp of which, thus laid bare, affords
moisture enough to quench the thirst both
of man and horse.
Our authors' list of " table necessaries "
is curious, though not extensive. A wellmade quart tin pot, with hook and handle,
is recommended above all teapots, since
it is useful for many things besides teamaking. The spoon—only one, it seems,
is necessary—should be of iron, because
one often has to melt bullets in it. Wooden
bowls, such as bankers use for gold, but
with a copper edge, are your best teacups,
since metal cups of all kinds scald the
lips when the tea is hot, and earthenware
ones get broken. A half-pint bom cup is
" very useful and nearly indestructible.
We have one which we extemporised from
an old Russian powder-horn we picked up
in the Redan. This has travelled many
thousands of miles with us, and is just as
capable of containing good liquor as ever."
A frying-pan, " w i t h a parasol joint," is
indispensable; and, lastly, a leather bucket,
with rope, for dipping into wells. Of
miscellaneous articles, first comes the
sponge—not necessarily for ablution, but
for wounds. A good supply of simple
aperient medicine should be taken—at all
events in the traveller's outfit—chlorodyne
and opium. The value of these drugs
in places where chemists do not live just
round the corner, may be gathered from
the following fact: " W e have known a
severe case of illness in which messages
had to be sent to every white man within
two hundred and forty mUes for medicines,
and letters were written on the chance
that some passing vessel might take them
to a port, whence a supply of drugs might
be forwarded." The imaginary ailments
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of natives are frequent, and it is not wise
to disregard them. Once, when a patient
applied to them, our authors had but two
or three doses of fever-powder left, but a
good deal of currie-powder. " We therefore looked as wise as possible, felt his
pulse, examined his tongue, read a paragraph or two, and mixed him a spoonful
of currie in hot water"—with the happiest
results.
Some statements in this volume, though
they look almost like advertisements, are
without doubt as satisfactory recommendations of the articles in question as can be
found. Of Price's wax candles, for example,
our authors say: " Some of them having
twice crossed the Line, gone around Australia, part of the Indian Archipelago, and
made the circuit of the globe, are now in
the Kew Museum, in as good a condition
as when they came from the factory."
When you have not got Price's candles,
pith rushes, wrapped round with beeswax, are a good substitute; a fish of Vancouver's Island, called the eulachon, is
also an excellent—though we should say
scarcely a convenient—" source of light."
Fancy going about swinging a John Dory
instead of a lantern, or sticking a smelt in
one's flat candlestick 1 In England, indeed,
fish are said to emit light under certain
conditions; but this is not considered an
advantage. The leaf of the cocoa-nut palm,
the pine-knot, and the birch-bark, all make
good torches ; and you may read the compass, or even a short letter, by the temporary light of fireflies.
There is, it seems, an Explorers' Room
in Cornhill, where every sort of contrivance for sustaining life, or making it
endurable under adverse circumstances, is
to be found. Among them the inflatable
cravat—which excited much merriment
at the time of its first public appearance
—is highly spoken of as a life-preserver.
When inflated, the appearance of the
wearer is that of a gentleman with a
sausage round his throat; but the object
of keeping his head above water is
what is aimed at, and not a fashionable
appearance; and the former it succeeds in
doing. There are, at all events, what
seems to us much less trustworthy means
of flotation in vogue in the world; hollow
gourds, the intestines of animals, and
" pieces of light wood held under the left
arm." Our two authors once descended
twenty miles of a river, on a little raft
made of the boards of an Indian huntinglodge, sewn together with cedar twigs.
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the holes for which were made by pistolbullets.
The most buoyant of aU vessels is, perhaps, the Canadian birch-bark canoe. In
one of these—fifteen feet long, three-and-ahalf feet wide, fifteen inches deep, and
weighing one hundred pounds—a man
started some time ago from Southpool, and
paddled along the coast. For two nights
and days he was out of sight of land in
this frail craft, and prosecuted his voyage
during the equinoctial gales.
What labour and skill it costs to produce
the most ordinary article in civUised use,
when out of the way of civUisation, none
can tell who has not tried the experiment. Can any of our readers guess what
our authors were driving at, when they
commenced the following task ? " We first
routed out a piece of soft steel, about the
size of a small blacklead-pencU, After
filing off the end perfectly flush, we placed
it on the fire, while we prepared the
square end of a saddler's awl by grinding
it to the exact size required. When the
steel was heated to a cherry red, we fixed
it upright in the vice; and then, supporting
the bit of awl with a pair of pliers, we, with
a light hammer, drove it a fair distance into
the steel bar. The bar was then filed down
to the requisite size. The desired length
was then cut off, the end flattened out for
a thumb-piece, and a hole driUed in it to
pass a thin strip of tendon through. A
few finishing touches were given with a
fine file; the work was heated to a blue
heat on a bit of red-hot iron, and was then
dropped into a cup of water." So was
made—what think you ? A watch-key !
A few little hints for the Arctic regions
may not, just now, be out of place. In
the absence of a veil to protect the eyes
from the glare of the snow, " the deposit
of black found in the sconces of the lamp
is much recommended." Never travel
without a pocket mirror. This is not the
suggestion of personal vanity; the mirror
is invaluable for discovering whether your
nose and ears are becoming frost-bitten.
The antipodes of the Polar seas, in the
way of natural gifts, are perhaps some
islands in the Indian Archipelago, where
Nature is so bountiful that the sentence
of hard labour passed on our first parents
seems to have absolutely no meaning,
though, as our authors somewhat cynically
remark, " t h e inhabitants are little the
better for this." There a man can chop
down a tree, and, by washing its pith out,
provide himself with a substitute for bread
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for a twelvemonth; whUe, as for raiment
and a roof, he has no such requirements.
He does not even need to make fire, which
is not so easy a matter, as folks who
possess lucifers which strike only on the
box (and who have the box) are apt to
fancy. The natives of Australia, the Bushmen of South Africa, and other wild
tribes, do, indeed, contrive to kindle a
flame by whirling the point of a hard stick
in the hoUow of a softer one; but a
European may whirl a long while, and
produce nothing but bad language. Even
the natives themselves rarely succeed in
getting a light without assistance; two
twirl the stick and the third catches the
spark. For the white explorer there is
nothing like the slow-match and tinder.
When you have got your fire, there is
often a real delicacy to be cooked with it,
even in the most unpromising regions.
" The rump-steak of an eland is a luxury
hardly to be surpassed." The fat flesh
of the hippopotamus is pronounced to be
" like the green fat of the turtle, only far
better;" while a piece of his head boiled,
and soused in. vinegar, " throws brawn
completely in the shade," The marrow of
the ox is good; that of the buffalo is
better; but that of the koodoo—which
sounds like something out of Alice in
Wonderland—is perfection.
The beefsteaks in Tartary may be exceUent, but
we should scarcely relish the method of
cooking. I t is common for a rider to
cut a thin steak und lay it under his
saddle before ho sets out on his journey,
and after some hours the combined effects
of pressure and warmth render it very
palatable; it is fair to say, however, that
this is one of the very few things of which
our authors only speak from hearsay. Puffadders, snakes, and the taUs of alligators,
seem to have formed quite ordinary meals
with them; while white ants, scorched
and kept in mat bags, proved "really
deUcious eating." On the other hand,
they confess that the ostrich egg, of which
some travellers speak so highly, requires
a keen appetite, and what is commonly
known as a strong stomach; it is a case
of the fine old crusted riddle, which
describes " a n oeuf is as good as a feast,"
for it contains two and a half pints, and is
" a trifle strong."
Among the Dyaks, dragon-flies fried in
oU are a very popular dish, while St,
John's favourite insect, the locust, is,
wherever it is found, in great demand. Of
the saint's other dish, wild honey, our
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authors could seldom get enough; it is
not found in hives, of course, as at home,
but has to be cut out of trees with an axe,
and it is not every tree that bears it. You
first catch your bee, and then tie a bit of
white sUk, or down, to his leg; then let
him fly, and follow him home. When you
have a long bee-flight to track, it is a
good plan to put honey on a bit of wood
to lure the bees; they take it, and then by
watching t h ^ flight of the greatest number,
you find the direction of the swarm; repeat this until you arrive at their address.
What is very terrible, and strikes at the
root of much that we call civilisation, is,
that all travellers agree in praising raw
meat. " T h e liver of a walrus, eaten with
little slices of his fat, is a delicious morsel."
All explorers, indeed, are adjured not to
eat their horse untU they have eaten everything else. " Leave no stone unturned to
find some other aliment before you destroy
your four-footed friend." Otherwise he
would doubtless be very tasty.
Our authors take an unusually low view
of the sagacity of savage tribes, in tracking
their enemies or their game. I t is not an
instinct, as Cooper would have us believe
in his famous fictions. I t is merely a habit
of observation, which a white man of inteUigence easily acquires. I t may be thought,
for example, that a barefooted man passing
over a hard rock would leave no tra^e; yet
the fine dust of the road he left, caked by
perspiration, is sufficient to betray him.
In a grassy country his track is often
easily seen by looking far ahead, though
it is invisible close at hand. Again, a
passing foot will move a stone or a pebble,
so that you will see the side uppermost,
which has evidently hitherto rested on the
ground. Savages turn their toes in, and
Europeans outward; so that a mocassinprint with the toes turned out would indicate a white man in Indian gear.
Of the traps for animals, and of the
weapons used in their destruction, there
is a good deal said in this volume, and of a
very interesting kind. The spear, the bow
and arrow, the sling, the lasso, the blowpipe, and the club, may be all made serviceable to the white man in his turn, but the
boomerang never; nor can they use the
'^womera" or throwing - stick of the
Australian black, or the assegai of the
Kaffir. In some places in Kaffirland, bythe-bye, there is a plague of flies that is
fatal to horses, dogs, and men. Curiously
enough, although so deadly, it is local, and
the Dutch colonist " speaka of ' the edge of
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the flies' with as much precision as though
it were the boundary of a parish."
I t is not considered beneath the dignity
of sportsmen, when in these out-of-theworld places, to use devices that would at
home, perhaps, be thought childish or
worse. The moose deer is attracted by a
" caU " with a trumpet made of birch bark.
The natural windpipe and larynx of the
dead wild goose charms his living comrades ; landrails are brought within range
by a serrated beef-bone; partridges by a
" call " made from parchment stretched on
a broken bottle neck, &c. &c. In this
wonderful volume there aro even descriptions given of how to make clothes; and
how to mark your boxes with rude pictures,
so that in savage lands your native servants
may learn the different contents of each.
Nothing seems to be forgotten which can
conduce to the traveller's comfort and
safety. A great book is said to be a great
evil; but this book of Messrs. Lord and
Baines, necessarily a large one, must, we
should think, be the greatest blessing
to intending explorers and emigrants that
has yet been published.
I t may also be of advantage in persuading doubtful minds to stop at home.
WINTER.
PEOil THE JAPANESE.

EtERNAL summer cannot b e !
Leaves must grow yellow, flowers fade;
Days must grow shorter, skies be dull, •
And rough winds sweep o'er hill and glade.
So youth—all hope, and joy, and pride—
Yields to the force of Time's rude tide.
Waters which calm and peaceful lay
Like mirrors in the golden sun,
Stirred by the harsh breath of the storm.
Soon will as raging torrents run.
So gentle natures, growing old,
Grow rough, uneven, fierce, and bold.
Hills, which of late smiled forth all green,
Now sombre stand against the sky;
Thickets of deep, rich foliage
Soon will show each twig's tracery.
So beauty, as swift years run on,
Fades, droops, and withers—and is gone!

THE POOR GENTLEWOMEN OF
ST, CLEMENT'S,
IN SIX PAETS,

PAET TV.

to Miss Whincop the gentlewoman
who was most looked up to among us, and
whose social superiority was most clearly
recognised, was undoubtedly Miss Lawson.
Some people, indeed, went so far as to
insinuate that Miss Lawson was even more
highly connected than Miss Whincop. She
certainly had a cousin who was the widow
of a bishop, and of course such a claim as
NEXT
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that could not be ignored. But I think
it was the fact that another cousin of hers
since dead, had, at one time, held some undefined post at Court, during the first year
or two of good Queen Adelaide's reifn,
that gave her the most importance in our
eyes. What the post in question had
been none of us could clearly make out,
and Miss Lawson herself never condescended to details. She generally prefaced her little anecdotes of royalty with,
" One moming, at Windsor, Her Majesty
remarked to my cousin;" or, " I remember
my cousin telling me that on one occasion
His Majesty said to the Queen;" so that
we were left in a maze of delightful speculation as to what Miss Brydone's position
could possibly have been.
Dear, kind-hearted Miss Lawson! Everybody liked her. She was rather stout,
and rather asthmatical. She had a round
good-natured face, that was never long
without a smile. She wore a brown
front, with three Uttle podgy curls on each
side of her face. Round her neck she
wore a starched and goffered frill, made
of fine net. Many a time have I goffered
it for her with a penknife. Her gowns
were cut rather low, so as to show the
ample kerchief of soft muslin that swathed
her shoulders, and was pinned at the throat
with an old-fashioned brooch of amethysts
and diamonds. On state occasions she
sometimes wore a pair of lace mittens,
which were said to have been the property of the Princess Charlotte, During
my early days at St, Clement's, bishopsleeves and poke-bonnets were much in
vogue, and very becoming they were
considered to be. Years afterwards, when
both one and the other had gone out of
fashion, Miss Lawson stUl cherished a
lingering fondness for bishop-sleeves, and
in her wardrobe there was one particular
silk gown, the sleeves of which were like
two small balloons. This dress was never
worn but on birthdays or other high
festivals, and I have reason to believe that
according to Miss Lawson's idea no other
gown lent her such an air of distinction.
This mention of birthdays reminds me
that as often as Queen Adelaide's came
round. Miss Lawson honoured the event
by illuminating her window v^ith a couple
of wax candles, which were aUowed to
stay there till they had burnt themselves
out. Every 29th of May she decorated
her window with shoots of oak, and never
omitted to attend the special service at
the Abbey, There was twopence for every
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Guy that stopped opposite her window on
the 5th of November, and she and I have
often gone out, after dark on that day, to
see the boys light up their bonfires in the
abb^-fields.
Miss Lawson was not only addicted to
snuff-taking herself, but judging from the
half-dozen boxes she had in her possession, which had either been left, or given,
to her by relatives, she must have come of
a famUy whose proclivities in that respect
ran in the same groove as her own. She
was very fond of telling how, on King
WilUam's coronation-day, she had had her
pocket picked of a choice sUver box, which
had been her poor brother's dying gift to
her. Next day, when walking along the
Pavement, she saw an elderly gentleman,
dressed Uke a clergyman, standing at the
window of Simpson, the hairdresser, with
a snuffbox in his hand so similar to the
one she had lost, that she felt compeUed to
accost him, and ask him whether the box
he was carrying had not been found by
him on the previous day. " After turning
and bowing most politely," Miss Lawson
would say," he assured me with the utmost
suavity of manner, that the box had at one
time been the property of his father, and
had been in his family for upwards of fifty
years. Of course the fact of his being a
clergyman debarred me from doubting his
word. But the most singular part of the
story remains to be told. On the lid of the
box I had lost were the initials H. L.—for
Henry Lawson, you know, dear. Well,
would you believe it ? the stranger's box
bore exactly the same initials, being, so he
said, those of the late Marquis of Cheltenham-^Harold Lumsden! Of course I
could not doubt his word; but you must
admit that the coincidence was a most
remarkable one."
Miss Lawson was the first lady connected
with the Endowment who took a journey
by railway. She went as far as Liverpool
and back, and, after her return, she gave a
select tea-party in order that we might hear
an account of her adventures. Some of us
had hardly expected to see her come bacl^ safe
and sound. We were rather inclined to look
upon travelling at the rate of twenty miles
an hour as flying in the face of Providence,
and as tending in some mysterious way to
unsettle the foundations of religious belief,
I have already mentioned that my first
arrival at St. Clement's was by coach, but
I was not long in discovering that that
method of locomotion was not the one most
in favour at the Endowment. The gentle-
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women, one and aU, preferred the canal
packet-boat to the coach, and I think they
were quite right in so doing. There is no
mode of travelling nowadays that is half
so pleasant. The St. Clement's canal was
only fifty miles long, and ended at Pemberton, a manufacturing town of some importance; but the boat had several stoppingplaces at smaller towns and viUages en
route. The canal had originaUy been intended for the conveyance of merchandise
and coals only; the packet was an afterthought, and it only ceased to run when the
railway was opened through to St. Clement's.
The boats—there were two of them—were
long and narrow, built for lightness and
speed. They were divided into first and
second cabins, were comfortably cushioned
throughout, and had plenty of windows
that would open and shut without difficulty.
Each boat was drawn by two horses, on
one of which a lad of eighteen rode postillion.
They started at eight in the moming, one
boat from each end, and accomplished their
fifty mUes, including locks and stoppages,
some time between three and four in the
aftemoon. This was considered very good
traveUing, for no one in those days was in a
hurry. And a very delightful mode of
travelUng it was. There was no smoke, no
dust, no jolting, no fear of a collision, or that
your train would run off the line. Neither
was there any noise save the pleasant buzz
of conversation and the soft swish of the
packet as its sharp keel cut through the
water. You were almost sure to meet
someone on board with whom you could
have a friendly chat, and ladies used to
take their knitting with them, as naturally
as they would now take a novel or a review. Every girl in those days was taught
to knit, and even the ladies of well-to-do
families used to employ much of their spare
time in knitting stockings, either for home
use, or to give to the poor.
As already stated, the invasion of the
raUway put an end to the packets, and
Miss Lawson was the first of our gentlewomen who ventured to take a journey by
steam. We thought it was rather a bold
thing to do, and such of us as stayed at
home were glad that someone else had
taken the initiative. You may be sure
that we were all agog to hear the news,
when we knew that Miss Lawson had got
safely back.
" M y dears," said Miss Lawson, as she
began to pour out the second cups—we
always made a point of confining our
remarks to genteel commonplaces, during
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tho progress of the first cup. " My dears,
I have brought this tea all the way from
Liverpool, and I hope you will like it."
Then, in a stage whisper, " I am told that
it was smuggled! I hope it is not wicked
to drink tea bn which no duty has been
paid." We were all dying to say : " Never
mind the tea, but tell us how you liked
your journey." But we knew our manners
too well to betray any undue curiosity, and
fully ten minutes were occupied in discussing the question of the smuggled tea.
W e all agreed that, as a matter of curiosity, no great harm could be done by our
partaking once or twice of tea on which no
duty had been paid, but that to make
a practice of doing so would be decidedly
immoral.
At length Miss Whincop began to grow
a little impatient, as we could see by the
way she fidgeted with her teaspoon. Miss
Lawson took the hint, and coughed. We
were all silent in a moment. " Well, my
dears," she began, " I hardly know what
to tell you about my journey. I t was a wonderful experience, certainly. I am glad
that I have gone through it, but I should
never wish for such an experience again."
" But the noise ! " said Miss Whincop.
" And the smoke ! " said my aunt.
" And the jolting ! " said Miss Damer.
" All intolerable; so different from what
the packet used to be," said Miss Lawson.
" The noise made my head ache, the smoke
made me cough, the jolting made me sore
from head to foot. But what struck me
most of all, was the speed at which we
travelled. You know, my dears, how long
it used to take us to go from here to Pemberton ? Well, the train took me there in
two hours to the minute ! "
A murmur of astonishment ran round
the tea-table.
" I t can not be safe to travel at such
a rate," said Miss Whincop with emphasis.
" I t was never Heaven's intention that
we should travel twenty-five miles an
hour," asserted Miss MacArthur. " But no
doubt the Atheists are at the bottom of it."
" O r the Papists," timidly suggested
Miss Fyvie,
" W h e n I reached my destination," resumed Miss Lawson, " I went to have a
look at the strange monster that had
dragged us so swiftly along. I felt as if
it must really be alive. An old gentleman and his wife'were looking at it at
the same time. ' What a very wonderful
invention !' I said aloud.
" ' Wonderful, ma'am ?—not at all,' said
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the old gentleman quite sharply. *It
only shows what dolts our ancestors mTist
have been not to have made the discovery hundreds of years ago. Wonderful,
indeed! Why, what is this ugly thing,
but a big tea-kettle? When your teakettle boils, ma'am, and the lid bobs np
and down, you have a visible appUcation
of the same force that has dragged this
train a hundred miles this morning. Why,
ma'am, the thing's as plain as my old
hat.'
" I rather fancy the poor man must
have been slightly demented," continued
Miss Lawson. " In any case, it was quite
evident he knew no more about the steamengine than I did."
" I hope you had pleasant travelling
companions," said MissIngledew, "Nice
company tends so much to lessen the
tedium of a journey."
" You forget, my dear, that the horrid
train makes so much noise, that conversation is almost a matter of impossibUity, so
that, when on my journey to Liverpool I
found myself in the same carriage with
two ladies and a gentleman, all of whom
were strangers to me, it did not greatly
matter. I assure you, my dears, that we
never spoke a word to each other the
whole way,"
" How unsociable! " cried one,
" How lonely you must have felt! " exclaimed another.
" You forget that three hours saw me to
the end of my journey. However, in coming
back, I really had a little adventure."
Miss Lawson paused to ask whether
anyone would like half a cup more. It
was a mere formality to ask such a question, because we made a point of never
drinking more than two cups; but, all the
same, it was a formality which no hostess
among us ever thought of dispensing with.
We should have considered that it displayed a great want of breeding in anyone to do so. When we had declined all
round, Miss Lawson went on vrith her
narrative. " Yes, quite a little adventure.
When I got into the train at Liverpool
the carriage was empty, but at the third
or fourth station at which we stopped a
gentleman came in. He was. very shabbily
dressed, and some people would hardly
have called him a gentleman. He wore
great coarse shoes and an old white hat,
and the brass buttons of his coat were
dingy with age. He looked to be about
sixty years old. I should imagine that he
had not been shaved for three or four
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" I f there was anything of the kind I
days. He carried a thick rough walkingmore, I don't
stick, on which he rested his chin, and didn't see it; and, what's m
stared straight before him. Sometimes believe anybody else could have seen it.
his lips would move, and then I knew If lords want to be known as such, they
that he was talking to himself. By-and- should dress, and look, and travel as lords
by he took a bottle out of his pocket and ought to do. I've heard my mother say
pnt it to his mouth. My dears, judging that, when the Marquis of Beaulieu went
from the smell, I should be inclined to from home, he always traveUed in a chariotimagine that it contained m m ! Well, and-four with postillions and outriders, and
after a time, I began to get dreadfully with a lot of servants in other carriages
frightened. I felt sure that the man must behind. That's my idea of how a lord
be either a pickpocket or a madman. How ought to travel."
Miss Whincop shook her head with an
fervently I wished that I was travelling by
the dear old packet again ! In the house- air of gentle dissent. She was fully
wife in my pocket was a pair of scissors. I assured in her own mind that, had she
contrived to get them out of the case, and been in Miss Lawson's place, some finer
secrete them in my muff. Had I been sense, some chord of sympathetic insight,
attacked I should not have been quite would infallibly have revealed to her that
defenceless. However, nothing of that she was in the presence of a lord.
" Well, from what Miss Lawson has
kind happened, but do what I would I
could not get over my dread of the man. told us, I for one shall never want to
His mouth moved so strangely when he travel by raUway," said my aunt, breaking
talked to himself—if, indeed, that was a rather awkward silence.
" Nor 1 1 " " Nor I ! " echoed several of
what he was doing—and he put the bottle
so often to his lips, that a lone gentlewoman the ladies.
" They have taken the packet from us,
might well feel somewhat afraid. I was
never more thankful in my life than when and they say that the coaches are to go
I found myself at St. Clement's. My next," said Miss Damer; " but I will
never believe that the people of England
travelling companion also alighted.
" ' Who is that gentleman ? ' I asked one will allow themselves to be deprived of
their coaches."
of the men at the station.
" I t would create a revolution," said
" ' That, ma'am '—but who do you think
it was, dears ? You could never guess— Miss Fyvie.
* that, ma'am,' said the man, * is—the Earl " That's just what a lot of them want
—revolution and anarchy," said Miss
of Olney.'"
"The Earl of Olney ! " exclaimed Miss MacArthur. " I'm not a young woman, but
Whincop. " One of the richest noblemen I should not be a bit surprised to see a guillotine in every market-place before I die."
in the three kingdoms."
" For my part," said Miss Whincop, with
" And one of the most eccentric, is he
dignity, " I do not think the railway a fit
not ? " asked Miss Fyvie.
" B u t surely," said Miss Whincop, conveyance for a gentlewoman to travel
"there was an air, a style, a certain
And from this view she never varied.
something about his lordship, from which
even a stranger might have surmised that Although she lived for several years afterwards, she never trusted herself to the tender
he was a personage of exalted rank ? "
"Not a bit of it," said Miss Lawson, mercies of a railway train. In this respect
brusquely. " He was a shabbily-dressed, Miss MacArthur foUowed her example.
When, some two or three years later,
veryordinary-lookingoldman. Mr. Tubbs,
the greengrocer, looks quite as much a we heard of the wonders of the electric
gentleman on a Sunday as his lordship did." telegraph, and were told that it was going
" He may have homely features; none of to be brought to St. Clement's, we all
us can help our looks," said Miss Whincop. quaked a little with fear. It seemed so
" He may have been shabbily dressed; terribly impious to make a plaything and
that is a feature of his eccentricity. But servant of the lightning — for that was
his lordship belongs to one of our oldest what we were told it really amounted to.
families, and there must surely have been Miss MacArthur, in her usual trenchant
about him a something—a je ne sais quoi, way, put it down at once to the power of
if 1 may so express myself—which would the Prince of Darkness.
" We may depend upon it," she said,
serve to mark him p u t as one apart from
" t h a t the world is drawing near to its
the common herd."
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doom, when such awful things are allowed apropos to something, she said, " That
to be brought to pass,"
happened about the time I was Hta,yinp
Our gentlewomen at no time had been with Madame Spondini, the celebrated
great traveUers. None of them, except prima donna." A flutter of surprise and
Miss Whincop, had ever been abroad. dismay ran round ^ e room, and then oame
She, when a girl, had spent a month in a dead silence. I fancy that two or three
Paris, and she would often amuse us with of the ladies had only the very vaguest
an imitation of the way in which French notion as to what a prima donna v&sXIy
people speak EngUsh, although it was a w a s ; indeed. Miss Anstruther afterwards
great pity to think that the poor creatures confessed to me that the terhi always
should be so ignorant. There was one associated itself in her mind vrith the idea
amusing anecdote, which we always begged of a person, who got her living by dancing
of Miss Whincop to relate, whenever we on the stage. The general opinion seemed
had a fresh guest a t any of our tea-parties. to be, that there must of necessity be someI t was about a Httle trick that had been thing more or less imprc^er about all
played her by some friends whUe she was ladies with foreign names, who came to
in Paris, At dinner, one day, they had England in search of a livelihood.
put on her plate what she took to be the
All eyes were bent on Miss Whincop.
wing of a small chicken, but when she had W h a t would she say ? What would she
eaten it they told her it was the leg of a do ? Had Miss Matthewson been guilty
frog, " A n d very nice eating it was," of great impropriety, or had she not?
Miss Whincop would say in conclusion. Never had we felt in greater need of an
" I wish we had a few similar delicacies authoritative opinion than at that moment;
here now," We always made merry over never had we said more fervently to ourthis anecdote, however often it might be selves, " Thank goodness, we have Miss
told, and were thankful that we were not Whincop to fall back upon! " than in that
compelled to live in France.
perplexing crisis.
I t must have been some two or three
Miss Whincop fanned herself slowly for
years after the opening of the raUway, a minute or two, with her eyes fixed on the
when Miss Matthewson was elected into fire. Then turning to Miss Matthewson,
the Endowment. She was a little, brisk, she said in her clear, high-ibred tones,
bright-eyed lady, and we were not long in " I remember Madame Spondini's name
discovering that she had been a very great very well. My sister, who was Uving in
traveller indeed.
She had crossed the London at that time, went to the opera
Alps twice, and had visited Paris, MUan, several times on purpose to hear her, and
and Rome, besides several cities and towns spoke of her in her letters jn the most
of lesser note. She had traveUed as com- glowing terms."
panion to Lady Dovercourt—at least, so
We all breathed again. There could be
we were given to understand, I don't nothing very improper about this Italian
know how it came to be whispered about, madame, if Miss Whincop's sister had
nor do I know from whom the information condescended to praise her in her letters.
emanated, but it certainly was whispered
" Madame Spondini was anxious for the
that Miss Matthewson had been nothing companionship of an EngUsh lady, ui
more than maid to her ladyship. Possibly order that she might improve herself
the rumour had no foundation in fact; in speaking the language," said Miss
but, whether it had or not, the gentle- Matthewson, " so, to oblige Lady Doverwomen were all agreed that, for the credit court, I offered my services. She had two
of the Endowment, it ought on no account of the most beautiful chUdren I ever saw."
to be aUowed to get abroad. As a conAgain there was a frozen silence.
sequence, we always spoke as if, and made
I t was broken by Miss Whincpp. " If
believe that. Miss Matthewson had been I remember rightly, her husband was far
Lady Dovercourt's bosom friend; and, gone in consumption, at the vwy time
by-and-by, we were told so many anec- she was scoring her great triumphs in
dotes of her ladyship, that we all seemed, London ? "
at one time or other of our lives, to have
"Yes, poor fellow," said Miss Matthewknown her quite intimately.
son, " h e died within a year afterwards.
I shall never forget a certain evening at I never knew a married couple more
Miss Damer's, soon after Miss Matthewson attached to each other than they were.
came among us. She had been relating
" Are you sure that they were married?
some of her travelling adventures when. asked Miss MacArthur grimly.
^ :
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tempt the epicure. Other means of preservation are essayed by the employment
of sulphuric acid, phenic acid, and creosote ; rolling up and coating with gelatine,
sugar, or glycerine; artificial atmospheres,
no atmosphere or a vacuum; chlorhydric
acid, the bisulphate of soda, and so on. But
all these methods are more or less bad,
and one of their smaUest defects is their
persistent retention of the odour of the
preservative matters employed, not to
mention transformations of the substance
of the flesh. Mummies may admirably
resist decay, but they are not, on that
account, considered good eating.
I t therefore became for me a question
to ascertain whether the meat brought
out by the Frigorifique, as a test, were
F R E S H MEAT AHEAD.
really good eating, or simply eatable.
WE had been just long enough at sea to Through Monsieur Ch, Tellier's kindness,
make butchers' meat a pleasant change, I tasted delicious ribs of beef and muttonwithout exciting a ravenous craving for it. chops which, after their voyage, were as
Bad weather had kept us at' Brest, one fresh and sweet, as if they had been fetched
foot at sea and one on shore—^my wife from the butcher's that very moming.
and children were on shore; that foot, And not only did that gentleman treat me
therefore, was in no hurry to leave—a,nd to a rare and deUcate meal—^people booked,
bad weather foUowed us to Lisbon, which as I am, for ten months at sea between the
we thought ourselves lucky to reach in tropics, wUl not consider those epithets too
seven days. There we found the Fri- flattering—but he showed me the mysteries
gorifique, a steamer of one hundred horse- of his installation, with the permission to
power, registering about five hundred tons, write about them.
As the project has cost him upwards of
which had left Rouen forty days preriously, bound for La Plata, where cattle ten years' labour, its realisation deserves
are worth little more than their skins, in more than a slight passing notice. The
order to take in a cargo of meat, which, it Frigorifique's expedition is not merely a
is expected, will be delivered in the French commercial venture; it is also a hygienic
and economical speculation, as well as a
markets perfectly fresh.
Of course it is an experiment. This is scientific experiment. There are multitudes
the Frigorifique's trial trip as a meat-safe, of people in Europe who do not eat as
travelling at a minimum of eight knots an much fresh meat, as would be good for
hour. The problem has already given rise them, if they could but get it, M. Tellier
to sundry projects. Here, in Occidental hoped to return in three months with the
Europe, fresh meat is getting dearer and meat obtained from a thousand head of
dearer; there, in South America, it may cattle, and this he expects to be able to sell
be had in unknown quantities almost for at least fifty per cent, below the usual price.
You are aware that the decay and putrenothing. But the really unknown quantity,
the X, is how to transport it, in unaltered faction of meats are brought about by the
condition, from there, where it is a drug, action of extremely minute and invisible
germs, which it either contains, having
to here, where it is a luxury.
Salted provisions are not what is wanted; absorbed them during its growth, or which
there is no difficulty in obtaining them. have been brought by the air and deposited
The La Plata cUmate, also, is unpro- upon it. Under the influence of warmth
pitious for properly accomplishing the and moisture, these are developed, and
process of salting. Desiccation, drying their development produces putrefaction.
meat cut up into thin strips Uke thongs, In fact we may, without great exaggeration,
may satisfy those whose motto is "Nothing suppose the atmosphere to be more or less
Hke leather." Such meat, do what you laden with the impalpable dust of various
"'rill, acquires a slight flavour which ap- sorts of finely-powdered yeasts. Wherever
proaches a taint. I t may keep the human particles of this dust happen to fall—and
subjAst alive for a while, but it will not they seem to insinuate themselves almost

"Lady Dovercourt would not have
asBociated vrith them had there been the
slightest doubt on that point," said Miss
Matthewson with dignity.
Miss MacArthur shook her head. She
was only half convinced, and I afterwards
heard her confiding her opinion to my
aunt, that those foreign singers and dancers
—she always classed the two together—
were never over particular as to whether
they had been to church with their husbands or not, and that, for her part, she
thought no English gentlewoman could
mix with such people without running the
risk of contamination.
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everywhere — on objects susceptible of
their influence, decay sets in (temperature
and degree of moisture being favourable),
exactly as fermentation is the result of
stirring yeast into a tepid vatful of
brewers' sweetwort.
Living flesh is liable to be acted upon by
the same invisible agents. In hospitals it
is found that fresh-cut wounds, the result
of operations, are secured from gangrene
by protecting them from the contact of the
atmosphere. I t is now believed that infections—such as those of small-pox, typhoid
fevers, cholera—are transmitted by germs
which, after lurking and smouldering their
time in the system, cause each their special
form of fermentation, i.e., disease, to break
out in the human frame.
To preserve your meats, therefore, living
or dead—the contents of your own skins
as well as of your larders—destroy those
germs, or suppress their action, or render
the objects to be preserved unassailable by
them. Two extreme agents, great heat and
great cold, fulfil the task effectually, as
far as dead meat is concemed. Appert's
process, one of the best hitherto employed,
is based on the agency of heat. But then
you have, not fresh meat, but cooked food;
of which, with whatever art it may be
heated up again and seasoned, the palate
and the stomach soon get tired, as I
happen to know only too well through
long and wearisome experience.
Ice is commonly made use of; but it
has the serious faults of destroying the
animal fibres, and also of causing the meat
to putrefy, as soon as it is brought to the
ordinary temperature of the atmosphere.
This is why frozen meats—and frozen fish
especially—are inferior in flavour to those
which have not been frozen, and are sometimes even unwholesome, causing eruptions
and boils to break out. Nevertheless, it
has long been no secret that temperatures
approaching thirty-two degrees Fahr.,
the freezing-point of water, check the
development of the great majority of
ferments. Their germs are put into a
state of torpor, in which they sleep
soundly for indefinite periods of time,
patiently awaiting favourable conditions
of temperature and moisture to call them
once more into action.
This phenomenon is exemplified by the
yeast from beer, the leaven of bread, and
other ferments. Many plants, many of
the inferior animals, and not a few which
can hardly be called inferior except in
reference to man, are subject to the same
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influence. Vegetables, indeed, when hybemating, seem more obedient to the law
of periodicity as to the time of waking up
than torpid animals. After they have
had their winter's sleep, it is difficult to
prevent their showing signs of consciousness of approaching summer. It'is less
easy to retard plants much beyond that j
usual season of activity, than to force thei
into full vegetation before it. There mai
be a few exceptions—the garden ranuni
cuius, for instance—but they form only
small minority.
Fruits also may be kept good in thil
way. M. Victor Meignan, while travelling
across Siberia in January, was treated at'
dessert to excellent fruits preserved hythe
frost—a mode of conservation peculiar toji
Siberia, When the hard frosts announce)
their coming, the fruit is placed out oi
doors, preference being given to a north
aspect, in order that the sun's rays may
not reach them. When frozen through,
they are kept in that state, like meat and
the whole list of Siberian provisions. These
fruits even retain their flavour, in spite of
the solid phase through which they have
passed. When sent to table, they are as
hard as wood. If let fall on the ground,
they produce the same sound as a stone or
a lump of ice would. Little by little the
warmth of the room softens them, and
restores them to their primitive form. At
Tumen, M. Meignan ate a pear whose ripeness was a little too far advanced, but
which, nevertheless, was perfectly preserved by the frost, in spite of that unfavourable circumstance.
The problem, therefore, for M. Tellier,
was to obtain an atmosphere whose temperature should be constantly close to
thirty-two degrees Fahr., or zero centigrade. Ice is not always to be had; and
when it is, the supply, once exhausted, is
not always easy to be replaced. Now you
need no reminding that compressible bodies,
while undergoing compression, give out
heat; on the contrary, whUe expanding,
they absorb heat, or, in other words, produce cold. Air compressed in a metal
vessel affords a well-known example of
both those effects. For the production of
his cold atmosphere, which is to keep South
American meat fresh, M. Tellier employs
methylic ether (discovered in 1835 by
MM. Dumas and Pelegot), which he
fabricates on a large scale at his chemical
works at Auteuil. Its various changes of
condition give him a great command oi
temperature.
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Premising that the temperatures about
to be quoted are those of the centigrade
thenrfbmeter, whose zero is the freezingpoint of water and plus one hundred
degrees' the boUing-point, I have only to
mention that methylic ether, gaseous at
ordinary temperatures, liquid at minus
thirty degrees, distUs or evaporates at
minus twenty-one degrees. • In the liquid
state, its density is considerably less than
that of water. The tension of its vapour
is that of two atmospheres and a half at
zero, of more than six atmospheres at plus
thirty degrees. I t is easy to understand
that this ether, taken in the liquid state,
and spread, so as to allow its transformation into vapour at ordinary atmospheric temperatures, wUl absorb an
enormous quantity of heat while gasifying
itself, and consequently will reduce the
surrounding medium to a temperature
considerably below zero.
Acting upon these data, M. Tellier has
reservoirs able to sustain a pressure of
twenty atmospheres to hold his liquid
ether, whence it is transfused, by means
of cocks, into a cylinder where the
change in the ether's condition commences. From this, through tubes which
are always covered with ice (the consequence of that change), it is conducted
into a cylinder, the generator of cold,
constructed like the boilers of locomotive
engines; namely, containing masses of
little tubes which receive the vapour of
the ether. In short, if I may use such
an expression, it is a boiler for the propagation of cold, instead of for the propagation of heat. The requisite cold once
obtained, it is easy to imagine the details
of its communication to the store-room or
hold; but I must not omit the important
particular that the air is not only iced,
but also dried, which greatly aids the preservation of so perishable a cargo as meat.
The action of the machinery is so contrived
that, theoretically, and if there were no leakage, the same ether would serve over and
over again; but practically there is found
to be a loss of gaseous vapour, which is
not costly or difficult to restore.
A machine-room contains the reservoirs,
the cold-producing cylinders, and the rest
of the apparatus for sending the cold dry
air into the hold. When we went down to
it the air was at plus three degrees in
the hold, and at minus one degree in the
I'ylinder compartment. Every precaution
18 taken to exclude moisture, as well as
lieat, from the hold, where the meat is hung
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up or piled in heaps. Under the action of
this cold and desiccated atmosphere, it
loses in six weeks the tenth of its weight,
and becomes covered with a hard thin
pellicule, which is removed immediately
before the meat is cooked. At two in the
aftemoon, they sent us some meat so prepared for the kitchen; it had absolutely the
aspect of fresh-killed meat. We kept it
till next morning in a temperature of
twenty-two degrees, and it was exceUent.
In fact it is found that by the slight desiccation which it undergoes, and from the
thin crust which covers its surface, it keeps
much longer than when freshly slain under
ordinary circumstances.
In a scientific point of view, therefore,
the problem is solved. In its commercial
aspect, the case may be different; but that
is not my affair, A company has been
formed, of which the inventor is the
director. They have purchased a steamer,
fitted it up with the frigorific apparatus,
have constructed a suitable hold, which
is necessarily lined and isolated with nonconducting materials, such as straw, cork,
and so on, and packed in it three or four
oxen cut up into joints. A commission
accompanies M. Tellier on board the boat,
which was detained a month at Lisbon, by
damages received during the voyage out.
They proceed thence to Monte Video to
buy meat, which is intended for the
Paris markets. If, as they expect, the
experiment succeeds, they will then buUd
large vessels for the purpose, and make
regular voyages. I must not forget to
state that the production of cold costs no
more than five centimes the kUogramme
of meat, a trifle less than one farthing per
pound avoirdupois, during an average run
from La Plata to France. There is no risk
of injuiy to the cargo from the higher
temperature under the equator; for they
can have minus seven degrees of cold in
the hold, by working two machines instead
of one ; and they are furnished with three.
Besides the lowness of the temperature,
the air-tightness of the cold meat-chamber
may perhaps contribute not a Uttle to the
preservation of its contents. Educated
persons, having practical objects in view,
are wrong in omitting to take into account
the pervading presence in the atmosphere
of invisible germs, spores, miasms, or whatever they may be called—either in clouds
and shoals, or by sparsely-scattered individuals—which are ever ready to commence their action the moment that
surrounding circumstances are favour-
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able. Now that their existence is established beyond doubt, that fact should no
more be lost sight of, than we should forget
the possibility of a hurricane because we
cannot see the wind.
The exclusion of the germs constantly
floating in the air has been practised with
advantage in other cases besides the preservation of dead provisions. Cucumbers
and melons are subject to a disease which
attacks their leaves and stems, and so destroys the crop. The infection is beUeved
to be communicated by the absorption of
morbiferous germs by the healthy plants.
Gardeners in the north of France have
kept it at bay by growing melons in
frames kept constantly closed, except
when the necessary waterings and attendance were given. And in England,
no less distinguished a gardener than Mr.
P. Grieve baffles the enemy or enemies by
growing cucumbers in an almost air-tight
structure *—a smaU lean-to house, about
twenty feet long and nine feet wide. The
foliage throughout the season remains clean
and healthy, quite free from insect pests
and disease of all kinds. The cucumbers,
untainted by anything like bitterness, are
as crisp, succulent, and digestible as can
be desired.
Finally, to obviate danger to the persons
in charge of the frigorific hold, which
might be incurred by passing suddenly
from the heat of the tropics to icy chilliness, the meat inspector is supplied with a
non-conducting costume — hood, jacket,
and prolongations—to secure his flesh also
from premature decay and dissolution.

WHAT HE COST HER.
BY JAMES PAYN,
AUTHOR OF " L O S T SIB MASSINGBERD," " AT HEB MERCY,'
" HALVES," &C.

CHAPTER XXX.

CECIL'S

RETURN,

is a pretty little story of an Irish
gentleman who was asked to dine and
sleep at a friend's house, and who remained
there five and forty years; and to this in
after times, in intervals of sunshine, Gracie
Ray would playfuUy refer when speaking
of her residence with EUa. She had been
invited, it is true, for a more indefinite
period than her Hibernian prototype, nor
did she stay quite so long; but the parallel
held good in some respects, and especially
THERE

* See the Gardeners' Chronicle, November 18,1876,
p. 64o.

en-
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in the all-important one that she dicbi't
tire out her welcome.
Days and weeks rolled on, and stiU Cecil
Landon did not return to his wife and home.
The Wellborough manager had left soon
after his arrival, and he was " u p to hig
elbows," he wrote, in the dyeing vats. Nor
did he express any objections to the calling
that had formerly been so hateful to him. His
letters were affectionately, if not lovingly,
worded; but to Ella's sensitive ear—-for
she would often read them aloud to herself,
before she sought her lonely pillow—even
the affection Seemed forced and strained.
There was never the least allusion to what
she felt to be the cause of their altered*
style. She would almost have preferred
that he should have reproached her, that
she might have opened her heart to him,
no matter whether in self-defence, or in
self-accusation; but as it was, he gave
her no opportunity of appealing to him.
To all her entreaties for his return, he had
replied that she might surely take it for
granted that he would come home as soon
as circumstances permitted; nay, once he
had even had the cruelty to hint that it
did not become her to be impatient, since
the business which detained him was one
in which, but for her, he would never
have been engaged at all. To this she
answered nothing, but it prevented her
from urging his return, which she sometimes thought to herself with bitter sadness, was the very effect he desired to
produce.
This little "rift within the lute," that
had robbed her home-life of its music,
was, she felt, widening day by day, and
she had no power to remedy it. Only
next to seeing the natural provision of our
dear ones diminishing day by day, and
the pitiful looking forward to the inevitable hour when they shaU be in
want, with none to help them, is the
consciousness of the loosening of the
bonds of love. To the truly loving heart,
indeed, the pangs of staiwation may m
such a case be said to have already begun.
The duration of the process may, however,
be indefinitely long. Sometimes a reaction
would occur. A phrase or even a word,
in her husband's letter would kindle the
fading embers of hope. She would endeavour to persuade herself that there
was after all not much amiss; a few
weeks, or even a few months, might he
absolutely necessary for the rearrangement M
of an important business; when Cecil ^
once undertook an affair, it was his wont
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to do it tlibroughly; no doubt hef presence
at WeUborough would tend to retard
rather than hasten matters; and vvhen at
last her husband did come home, he would
—it was surely reasonable to conclude—
make up for his lengthened absence by an
unwonted devotion.
At other times she would feel very
bitter and resentful, and as the long
weeks dragged on this became unhappily
her more usual frame Cf mind. Like the
genius shut up in the bottle, in the
Arabian tale, she had been at first
inclined to conciliation if Cecil would
only return, and release her from her
solitary imprisonment; but now she
felt that, even in that case, she would not
have much cause for self-congratulation,
and that he had earned small welcome
at her hands. This upas-tree of change
and coldness, nourished by continuous
droppings of neglect, is, however, in kindly
soil but of slow growth. I t is not too
much to say that at no time would it have
been impossible for Cecil to have brought
the love-light once again into those tearwora: eyes, by a few Unes of genuine
tenderness, in which she would have
recognised him as of old. But those lines
were never written, and on the other
hand, it was become bnt too plain to her
that no matter how tenderly she wrote,
the words never reached his heart. Indeed
it seemed as though, when she endeavoured thus to move him, he purposely
ignored the attempt. To an ordinary
reader of her husband's letters, this idea
might have appeared fanciful, but the eye
of love is not easUy deceived, unless it
desures to be so, and poor EUa, alas! had
passed the stage of self-deception, and
almost reached that point wherein she
would fatin know the worst.
Six weeks had now elapsed since her
husband had gone down to WeUborough,
and stUl his letters, which came regularly
enough—indeed they were so l&e one
another, and were despatched at such
equal intervals, that she had bitterly
wr-itten to him that he treated her like
a business correspondent—contained no
word of his return. He spoke as before
of the pressing nature of affairs at the
West-country office, but dropped no hint of
theuf becoming less urgent.
In this strait, and contrary to Gracie's
•ifioe, EUa resolved npon appealing to
^i*. Landon, senior, Gracie still took the
more hopeful side of the matter, though
her confidence in Cecil was greatly shaken.
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and she thought his conduct both inconsiderate and unkind.
She said, " I f I
were in your place, dear EUa, nothing
should induce me to caU in a third party
to settle any disagreement between myself
and my husband—though if it must be
done, I aUow that his own father is the
fittest person to select. What I should
do, if I felt the unhappy distrust which it
is evident you entertain—and in which
I stUl do not think you are justified—is to
go down to Wellborough yourself. Letterwriting is well enough, and indeed the best
plan possible in case of aU ordinary misunderstandings, but between husband and
wife, pen and paper are very unsatisfactory
substitutes for words, and tone, and looks.
Go down to him, EUa, with your 'heart
upon your sleeve.'"
" F o r him to peck at," broke in Ella,
passionately. " No, Gracie, he shall not
do that. If it is not worth his while to
come to me, neither will I stir a step
towards him. Should the presence of a
wife be requisite to remind her husband
of her existence? No, it would be a
humiliation both to him and me," she
added vaguely.
The fact was, she was not only too
proud to take such a course, but afraid
to venture upon the experiment, lest it
should reveal some wrong - doing upon
Cecil's part. Like most women who have
loving natures, Ella was inclined to be
jealous upon very slight grounds, and the
grounds in this instance could hardly be
called slight. There must certainly be
some attraction to keep CecU so long in a
country town, which he had himself described as dull and uninteresting, and when
the occupation, with which he was supposed to be engaged, was notoriously unsuited to his taste. Moreover—and in this
poor Ella felt lay the chief danger—CecU
had parted from her; in no affectionate
mood, and with a root of bitterness against
her in his heart. She feared therefore to
go to WeUborough, though at the same
time she yearned to win her husband back
to her by any means.
The latter fact Gracie well understood,
but she had no suspicion of the former.
Ella had opened her heart to her friend by
this time, as to the relations between herself and Cecil, but not all her heart; that
secret chamber of it was stUl closed, which
is—and should be—the last to be opened to
human eyes ; the one which held the suspicion of her husband's fidelity. And
Gracie, who had not had the advantage of
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mixing in fashionable society, did not even
suspect its existence. Her advice, therefore, was—in a measure—given in the dark,
and occasionaUy met by arguments which
seemed weak to her, because the root of
them was hidden from her view. If her
friend shrank from going to Wellborough,
she thought it was through an unfounded
fear of her husband's anger.
" I am sure he will forgive you, darling,"
she said, " because he will understand that
it was your love for him that caused you
to take such a step."
" I do not need his forgiveness, it is he
who needs mine," replied Ella haughtily,
" As to my love, he is weU assured of it,
and yet it moves him not at all."
" I would not speak to his father, dear,"
said Gracie, ignoring this bitter speech;
" first, for the reason I have mentioned
about third parties; and, secondly, because
in the present case you are placed at a disadvantage. Remember it was contrary to
your father-in-law's wishes, or at all events
his advice, that your marriage took place.
In his ignorance of your feelings, and also,
generally, of the matter in hand—for Mr.
Landon is not, I should say, a person of
much sentiment—he will perhaps reply:
' This is only what I expected, and what
must be looked for in all such boy-andgirl marriages. You have made your own
bed and must lie on it.' If I were you,
Ella, I would not give him the opportunity
of saying anything disagreeable of that
kind."
I t must be confessed that Gracie had
not a very favourable opinion of Mr. Landon, senior; she had not quite forgiven his
behaviour towards her, upon that memorable occasion in WethermiU-street. Ella
understood this, but, nevertheless, she felt
the strength of her friend's argument. I t
would be a humUiation to her, only second
to that which she had in her mind, to seem
to confess that her marriage had been a
failure to the very man who had, in a
manner, foretold it,
" I teU you what, Gracie," said she suddenly, " it is you who shaU write to Cecil."
" I ? I write to your husband to complain of his conduct to ^lis own wife ! I
am sure you cannot be serious, Ella."
" I am serious enough. Heaven knows,
Gracie. I don't vnsh you to complain of
him, however; I want you to write as if
of your own head, and not at my suggestion at all, to teU him what is the simple
t r u t h ; that his continued absence—and
especially the indefinite extent of it—is
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making me very wretched. I t will be an
unpleasant thing to do, dear, but how
much more unpleasant must it be for me
—his wife—to ask it of you ? "
And poor EUa burst into a flood of
tears.
Gracie was shocked and frightened, as
weU as deeply pained; for this catastrophe
was also a revelation. There are some
tears, those from " the depths of a divine
despair," in which, the poet teUs us, there
is mystery; but there are others which
disclose more than words can tell. Those
that flowed from EUa's eyes were of the
latter kind, and revealed to her friend the
full extremity of her woe.
" I wiU do anything you please," said
Gracie tenderly.
" Then write to him, dear," sobbed Ella;
" I don't wish to see the letter; teU him
what you please, only let it be something
that will bring him back to me."
No confession of her own incompetency
to effect that object could have been more
ample and exhaustive, no cup more bitter
—it seemed to her—could ever be presented to her lips, than that she drained as
she spoke those words.
" I will write to-day, darling," was all
that Gracie replied to them, and she did
write; though never had she penned a
letter more uncongenial to her mind, or
which cost her such pains to compass.
She scarcely knew how to address the
husband of her friend, and much less
what to say. At last she composed the
following:
" Private and confidential.
" DEAR MR. LANDON,—I take the hberty

of addressing you upon a subject, that
certainly does not Ue within my province,
and for venturing upon which you may
very reasonably blame m e ; nevertheless,
since I do it out of affection for your wife,
I have good hope of your forgiveness.
Ever since I have been with her, but more
especiaUy during these last weeks, she has
been very unhappy. I could not help
observing it, and I cannot now refrain
from informing you of the fact. It is
mainly owing, there is no doubt, to your
loifg absence, and to the indefinite terms
in which you speak of your return. Of
course you are the best judge of your own
affairs, and of the claims that business may
have upon you, but if they be not very
urgent, I think they should be postponed—or settled as soon as possible—
for your wife's sake. I am very glad
to be with h e r ; but I feel that I am,
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in her eye6, a v?retched substitute indeed
for yourself.
"Again apologising to you for what I
fear you vrill thmk an unjustifiable interference,—I am yours very truly,
" GRACIE R A T , "
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misgivings became bitter regrets when a
note arrived from CecU, the next morning,
to announce his return on that very d a y :
" DEAR ELLA,—^You wUl

see

morrow before dinner time.
haste.—Yours affectionately,

me

to-

In great

" C E C I L LANDON."
Gracie was by no means satisfied with
His words were brief indeed, and by no
this piece of composition, but it was to
her mind the» best out of many efforts, and means so loving as they might have been;
in order that no servants' gossip might be but he was coming home. Both the
eroused by the circumstance of her writing women felt that a great mistake had been
to then: master, she posted it with her own made.
" Will he have got my letter before
hand.
he leaves WeUborough ? " asked Gracie
" The invention of letters," as the hisanxiously.
torians term it, is upon the whole no doubt
" I am afraid so, dear; it is very unbeneficial to the human race; but it has
brought with it many evils. I n old times, fortunate; though, after all, it wUl only
for example, that hateful form of selfish- tell him the truth."
" B u t the truth is sometimes so unpalatness—the not answering one's correspondent—could not have been exhibited. I t able. Don't you think, EUa, it will be
is quite q-n extraordinary and morbid better that I should be away somewhere—
growth; for no man would dare to be so out of the house, I mean—when your
brutal as not'to answer if one spoke to husband arrives ? I can scarcely go back
him; and yet, when the question is really home, without notice, I fear; else I do
important enough to be put in black and think that would be the best plan."
" It is not to be thought of, Gracie. I t
white, he does not reply. And again, even
worse—in its effect at least—than the not is a great comfort to me, that you are
writing a letter which we ought to write, is here."
I t was indeed. To say truth, it was on
the writing a letter which we ought not to
write. What agonies have men and women the tip of her tongue to ask Gracie to be
—especially women—endured, after letting with her in the drawing-room when her
a letter slip through their fingers into the husband arrived. She was a prey to cruel
post-office, which ought to have been kept presentiments. Her only ground for solace
outside it and torn up ! How often, if they was that he was coming of his own freehad waited but twenty-four hours longer, will, or at least at her request, and not in
would they have "thought better of it," consequence of her friend's intercession.
or would the necessity—as they foolishly By the help of Bradshaw they found out
imagined it to be—for their sending it, the time of his arrival, and Gracie set out
have been shown not to exist ? A spoken for a walk as the hour drew nigh. Then Ella
word may be recalled, but the manet of waited by herself in the drawing-room,
the litera scripta is irrevocable. Sometimes consumed with anxiety, apprehension, disa telegram is sent after the fatal missive: satisfaction—as she had never thought to
" Tear up my communication of this day, have waited for her CecU. From behind
I beseech you, without reading it." But the window-curtain she saw his hansom
human nature* is weak, and one can drive up to the door, and noticed the
never be sure that the wish has been glance he cast up at the upper floor. To
compUed with. In the case of Gracie's her fevered fancy it was'not a glance of
note one would have thought there could loving expectation. I t was the look
have been no harm done, yet, directly she rather of the t m a n t schoolboy, uncertain
had posted it, she was sorry that it had or apprehensive of the character of his
gone, not on her own account, of course, reception. Should she run down and
but on Ella's. And EUa, though she de- reassure him with a loving welcome, as
clined to be acquainted with its contents, she had been wont to do on similar ocwas sorry also. If her friend had written: casions ? N o ; there would be the servant
" I send this without your wife's know- in the hall, and servants' eyes are keen to
ledge," she would have been better satis- mark the least thing amiss between their
fied, but Gracie's sense of right had not master and mistress. She would wait
I)ermitted her—she knew—to make that where she was. He was—or seemed to
tatement, and now Cecil would be sure her to be—a long time below, givmg orders
'^0 lay it to her own instigation. These or asking questions, which was not his
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wont, and then his step came up the stairs,
not three at a time, nor even two, as she
had known it, but with a slow deliberate
foot-faU, such as might have belonged to
his father.
" Well, Ella, how are you ? How is
Gracie ? "
She had run towards him as he entered,
and he had kissed her cheek; but his
arms had not encircled her. He had a
book and some newspapers in his hand,
which might seem his excuse for that
omission, but she felt at once that this
cold greeting was designed.
" You have been absent from me a long
time, Cecil," said she piteously, " and do
not seem to be very glad to see me even
now."
" I am very glad, my dear; but I am
also very hungry and very tired. The
train was behind time, and endeavoured
to make up for it by cutting short its
stoppages for refreshment,"
How haggard and worn he looked; and
what a strange embarrassment there was
in his tone and manner! A sudden hope
Ulumined her—a hope based upon strange
ground indeed, that perhaps illness had
been the cause both of his absence and his
reticence.
"You have not been Ul, my darling,
have you ? "
" 111! not I," he answered with an
un joyous laugh, " W h a t should make
you think of that ? "
" That terrible accident, CecU, I feared
that perhaps you had been niore hurt than
you liked to tell me,"
His brow darkened visibly,
" Oh, the raUway accident! I had almost
forgotten that. I only got a little shaking.
Where is your friend Gracie ? "
" She is out, thinking that you would
like to be alone with me, at our first
meeting after so many weeks; but perhaps
she is mistaken."
He ignored the bitterness of the speech,
but not the speech itself.
" I am sorry she should have been
driven out on my account," said he indifferently.
" Oh CecU, what is it ? " cried EUa,
passionately, aU the barriers of her pride
broken down by a great and sudden fear.
" You are playing a part with me; I am
sure you are. You are trying to steel
your heart against me, Heaven only knows
why."
CecU's face grew very troubled, though
it did not darken as before. He dropped
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the papers from his hand, and looked at
her in a strange, pitiful way,
"Playing a p a r t ? " he murmured; "why
should I play a part ? "
" That is what I ask," she said. " I do
not know what is in your mind; but you
cannot hide from me that there is something. Let your own conscience teU you
whether it should be there or not. Do
you think that you can deceive me-—me,
your wife
?"
^
He shuddered, and his pale face grew
paler and more drawn.
" Is it possible, Cecil, that you regret I
am your wife ? "
" I did not say so," retumed he,
hoarsely. " W h a t makes you ask such
things ? I am come home—only for a
short time: I wUl tell you about that
afterwards ; but, at all events, after a
long absence, and you receive mo with
reproaches,"
" N o , Cecil; the reproaches came from
your own heart. I did not mean even
to be cold. I do not feel cold towards
you. Oh n o ! n o ! But something has
come between us, Cecil. What is it? "
He did not speak though his Ups trembled
a little. His eyes were fixed upon the carpet.
" I s it that you stUl feel bitter against
me for my deception at our marriage," she
went on. " I had hoped that that was over.
Not that I deserved to escape so easily, but
because I thought you loved me so, and
because to Love forgiveness is so easy. Have
you had trouble about it, dearest, from that
man, Whymper, or anybody ? "
"There has been trouble of course,"
answered Cecil. " People have written
to me about i t ; this Whymper-Hobson's
friends, I mean,"
" Lady EUzabeth, I suppose; she caUed
here."
" Well, she and others have written. I
told them if the sneak wanted satisfaction
he should have enough of it. It is not
that, of course,"
,
" I am sure of that, Cecil." Even in that
hour of doubt, nay, almost of despair, as to
her husband's love, she could feel a gleam
of pride in the consciousness of his courage.
" I t has been a very unfortunate business
altogether."
" Of course it h a s ; but it need not embitter our Uves ; nor does it, Cecil. What
is doing that is something else. Good
heavens, what have I done, that you
should treat me thus ? "
" You have done nothing, EUa; at lewt
nothing more than what we know about;
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and I think the less said upon that subject
the sooner mended. I t is almost dinnertime, and I must go and dress,"
He turned and went upstairs into his
dressing-room, where she heard him lock
the door behind him. He need not have
done that, for though it had been her
loving wont on such occasions to unpack
his portmanteau with her own hands, and
see that everything was ready for him
with her own eyes, she would not have
ventured to do so now. Even had that
material obstacle of the locked door not
been interposed, she would have felt shut
out from him enough.
She sank down in the chair by which
he had stood, so cold and strange throughout their interview, and burying her face
in her hands, recalled it word for word, and
tone for tone. There had been a moment
—she felt sure of this—when he had aU
but given way to her appeal, and thrown
his arms around her; but that moment
seemed now gone for ever; the rest of the
time he had been acting a part very unsuited to his character; angry he might
have been, but not indifferent, and indifference was what he had throughout
affected. Some husbands arc not demonstrative, and behave to their wives much as
they do to other people; but that was not
Cecil's way. A horrible idea struck her,
that he might have desired an excuse for
more ill-conduct; forabsentinghimselffrom
her stiU more, for example; and indeed he
had hinted of such an intention. Upon
one thing she was resolved, that she would
give him no such pretext; but beyond
that she knew not v^hat to do. The opportunity for an explanation had for the
present passed away, and indeed he had
as good as refused to give her any. She
felt weU convinced that he would not come
downstairs, or see her, untU dinner-time,
when Gracie would be with them. Indeed,
a knock at the front door at that moment
announced her friend's return. She felt
that she could not see her—that she must
be alone with her wretchedness since her
husband left her so—and hurried up to her
own room. She paused at his door, as she
passed by it, but not a sound was to be
heard; he^ too, was doubtless thinking of
their late interview, and making plans for
his future behaviour^-to what end ? He at
^aflt knew what he had in view, but as for
•y—Heaven help her—she knew nothing.
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felt incapable of the least exertion. When
her toilette was completed, and the maid
dismissed, she waited for her husband to
go downstairs; she heard his door unlocked, and then his step outside i t ;
would he come in and see her ? No, he
ran quickly down into the drawing-room,
where Gracie had already made her appearance, for she heard their /voices
beneath her. Then she went down herself
and joined them.
There are many occasions in which it is
difficult to make conversation; between
two foreigners, for example, who do not
understand one another's language, and
to whom you have to interpret; and
still worse (as once happened within my
experience), between two foreigners of the
same nation, one of whom is debarred
from using his native tongue, from the
circumstance of his being a Pole by adoption, and a spy by trade. But, perhaps,
the most embarrassing position in which
"articulately-speaking m a n " can be placed
is when he is one of a party of three,
whereof the other two are a married
couple, who are not on speaking terms
with one another. I t was Gracie's fate
upon the present occasion to play this
unenviable part. I t was easy to perceive
that if her host and hostess were not " a t
daggers drawn," there was but an armed
peace between them. Their characters
did not admit of " nagging," or of talking
at one another; it was not possible for
them to descend to that lowest depth of
domestic discord, which consists in endeavouring to make the third party their
ally against one another. But both Cecil
and Ella talked independently, and would
pursue no common topic, EUa, indeed,
scarcely talked at aU. The stage of concUiation was well-nigh passed with her,
and the presence of Gracie aggravated her '
sense of wrong. Slights and insults have
thrice the venom in them when inflicted
before a witness, and the coldness of a
husband, that can be borne in private
without a shudder, sinks to freezing-point
when displayed in public. CecU's talk
was studiously indifferent, yet he could
hardly avoid some reference to the causes
of his long absence from home. " I never
knew what work was, my dear Miss Ray,
I do assure you, till I went down to Wellborough. Country folks take twice as
long to take in an idea—oven a business
idea—as we do in town."

Had not her maid come up as usual to
" Thank you, Mr. Landon," said Gracie,
Ip her to dress, she would have forgotten
* CO so; for her mind was dazed, and she laughing.
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On ordinary occasions Ella would have
certainly struck gaily in on behalf of her
friend, but she maintained an icy sUence.
"Oh, I don't call Woolwich the country,"
said Cecil. " Everybody within the Postal
District partakes of the civUisation of
Cockaigne. But at Wellborough dulness
reigns. The simplest order remains unexecuted for a week. If I had had to do
with London folks, I should have broken
the neck of what I have to do by this
time, but, as it is, I shall have to go back
again almost immediately.
Indeed, I
should not have retumed to-day, if it had
not been absolutely necessary to see my
father."
Gracie, of course, understood that this
was CecU's method of breaking the fact
to his wife that he was going away from
home again.
But Ella said nothing, only went on
pretending to eat, but in reality, poor soul,
eating next to nothing. CecU, too, on his
part, " marked time " with his knife and
fork, rather than made progress with his
meal.
" The fact is," continued he, looking
down upon his plate, "if the governor
insists upon my doing the work of the
late manager, I shall have more or less to
live at Wellborough, and that is by no
means a pleasant prospect."
" Not in the winter, perhaps, Mr. Landon,
but in weather like this, and especially as
the summer comes on, I should think that
Ella and you would prefer the country
to London." This well-meant attempt of
Gracie's to bring her friend info the conversation was a total faUure. When EUa
spoke, it was upon a whoUy different
matter.
,
" Y o u heard from home by the afternoon's post, did you not, Gracie ? "
" Yes, a few liues from my father."
"And how is the commissary?" inquired
Cecil.
" Oh, quite well; but he speaks of Colonel
Juxon having had a twinge of gout."
This aUusion to the colonel was unfortunate. I t was from his house that her
host and hostess had been married; and
it was he who had played into Ella's hands,
with respect to the retention of her false
name.
" Has anything been seen of DaraU by
the Woolwich folks ? " inquired CecU;
rather a trying question for poor Gracie,
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though she felt that even it was better
than the intolerable sUence that had succeeded her last remark.
" My father does not say so,'* said Ghucie
blushing: " but, of course, he does not go
much about, scarcely anywhere, indeed
except to "—she was just going to say
" t h e colonel's," but stopped herself in
time, and substituted — " t o the commandant's."
" That must be a little duU for him I
should think," said CecU, "if the hospitalities there are confined, as they used to
be, to * a little music,' and sherry and sandwiches. I can't think how people can ask
their fellow-creatures to such entertainments. For my part, I hate moving after
dinner, and that reminds me that I must
see the governor to-night. We shall have
a great deal to talk over, and I may be
very late, so I think it will be better, EUa,
to have the bed in my dressing-room made
up, that I may not disturb you."
" V e r y good," said Ella.
" B u t why don't you go at once, Mr.
Landon," said Gracie, ^' now that we have
finished dinner? We wiU excuse you coming
up into the drawing-room, and then you
needn't be so unconscionably late. Ella and
I are not such very early birds—^that is
as respects going to roost-—I do assure
you,"
" I am very tired to-night," said Ella,
coldly, " and shall not sit up,"
I t was plain to her that her husband's
proposition was made to avoid any further
opportunity for explanation between them.
Her feelings towards him were growing
very bitter, and she was no longer soUcitous
to conceal them.
" I think I wUl take your advice, Miss
Ray," said CecU, " if you won't thuik it
rude of me to run away; and so I shaU
wish you ladies good-night at once," He
did not even shake hands with Gracie,
since that would have involved some leavetaking of EUa, but simply nodded goodnaturedly, and left the room. He had been
always wont to Ught his cigar in his wife's
presence, but on this occasion he ordered
the servant to bring a light into the hall,
for we are never so much on our good
behaviour as when we are conscious of
behaving very iU,
The front door closed behind him with
a gloomy jar, that sounded to Ella's ears
Uke the knell of aU the happiness of home.
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